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Alternative Field Experience  

ACA Kuwait – International Teaching  
 

The core beliefs of ACA Kuwait  include developing students' character with honesty, integrity and responsible behavior; 
Partnership among parents, students and staff; Students learn and thrive in a healthy, safe and caring environment; 
Challenging students to think critically and creatively; Developing the whole child intellectually, spiritually, socially and 
physically; Preparing students to contribute constructively to a global society; Effective communication; Learning is a 
life-long process; and Inspiring excellence. 

 
Placements are determined through recommendation by the host school principal, as mentor teachers have 

either hosted candidates from other universities or are eager to be matched and share their classrooms. A week 

of observation will be followed by teaching a minimum of 50%, or more as determined between the candidate 

and mentor teacher. The final week will be a gradual release of responsibility back to the mentor teacher. 

Teacher candidates are encouraged to share their goals for the placement including what you’d like to observe 

and try. At least two candidates are placed at each campus location.  

 

Great for teacher candidates specializing in:  

 International Education 

 Early Childhood Education  

 

ACA Kuwait provides:  

- Room and board in Kuwait  

- Transportation to/from and within Kuwait  

 

Teacher Candidates are expected to: 

- Self-identify as wanting to be employed internationally through application’s Interest Form 

- Commit to teaching responsibilities (extracurricular or tutoring activities are not advised) 

- Engage in the preparations and travel arrangements by responding in a timely manner to updates from 

ACA Kuwait 

- Teacher candidates may be responsible for any penalty and/or cancellation fees related to unexpected 
travel cancellations within 1 month prior to departure 

 
ACA Kuwait may accept up to 10 Teacher Candidates  
 
Part participants have said…  
“This international experience was certainly an enriching one that has benefited my development as a person and, most 
importantly, as a teacher.” 
 
“I have learned how to use a different curriculum, how to adjust my teaching and lessons so that they are culturally 
appropriate and sensitive, and how to become more culturally reflexive. This placement opportunity has enabled me to 
interact with a global community while teaching me how to increase my adaptability, independence, reflexivity, and 
sensitivity.” 
 
“This AFE gave me the opportunity to step outside my comfort zone and work with an age group and cultural 
demographic I had little experience with prior to this placement. I was able to experiment with different teaching and 
classroom management strategies to observe what was transferable from my previous teaching experiences. During 
this AFE I had the opportunity to collaborate with teachers and administrators from around the world to compare 
resources, teaching styles, and educational strategies, the most effective of which I can now implement in my own 
classroom at home or abroad.”  
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Placement Overview: 
 
Week 1: Observation 
 
Week 2 & 3: Teaching a minimum of 50% of the day (or more, as individually determined with the mentor 
teacher) 

-          Elementary placements would teach 2 of 4 subjects 
-          Middle/high school placements would teach 2-3 of 5 classes 
-          Mentor teacher from ACA would teach remaining classes 

 
Week 4: gradual release back to ACA teacher prior to Western candidates’ departure 
  

  

 
Teacher Candidate Roles & Expectations: 
 
Before:  

-          review and sign the ACA Kuwait statement of intent, declaring you are participating in the 
placement knowing a job position could be offered and that you would seriously consider 
accepting a position with the school, if offered 

-          Attend pre-departure workshops/meetings to learn about expected professional dress code, 
travel arrangements, and daily school schedules; ask about any logistical information you aren’t 
already familiar with 

-          connect with your mentor teacher and communicate regularly to discuss your goals and tasks for 
your placement;  

  
First Day:  

-          bring copies of any required documentation ACA has requested 
  
During:  

-          arrive on time, at least 30 minutes before classes start 
-          attend any professional activity your mentor teacher is attending (including workshops, 

meetings, and parent-teacher conferences) 
-          commit to teaching responsibilities (extracurricular activities or tutoring is not recommended 

outside of your mentor teacher’s workload and schedule) 
-          check in regularly with your mentor teacher  
-          optional: attend social events hosted by ACA to meet other staff and get to know potential future 

colleagues  
  
End:  

-          Discuss the experience with the mentor teacher, asking for their constructive feedback 
-          Complete the AFE report 

  
Note: failure to meet these expectations may result in an incomplete AFE 
 
 


